Want to celebrate your birthday?
Take all your friends for an unforgettable journey through Europe
and its numerous monuments!
Mini-Europe proposes to organize your birthday at the heart of Europe and its miniatures.
Discover more than 350 models and triggers yourself animations: the eruption of Vesuvius,
the fall of the Berlin Wall, the bullfight in Sevilla, the arrest of the thief of the Mona Lisa in
Paris and many others…
Have fun with Europe in the interactive exhibition “Spirit of Europe”, full of interactive
multimedia games!
The birthday package (for children up to 14 years old) includes:
- The entrance to the park
- A decorated table
- Personalized birthday cake with the child’s name and age
- A drink (soft or hot chocolate)
- A special gift for the birthday boy/girl
- Invitation card (FR, NL, EN) to download from our website
Available options :
- Free and fun quiz to download on our website (Available in FR, NL, EN)
- Guided visit or Euro-Poly (Euro-poly only in FR/NL, 74€/guide & 1 guide/ max.25
persons, reservation needed)
Prices 2018 valid from 10 persons (reservation required):
Child: 15,40€*/pers.
Accompanying adult: 20,90€*/pers.
(*Prices VAT included)

Information et reservations : 02/474.13.13 or reservation@minieurope.eu

SALES CONDITIONS 2018
1) Your visit - your group
Please use 1 booking voucher per visiting date, per group or per type of participation.
Payment for the entrance tickets is to be carried out by the responsible of the group in cash or by credit card at the cashdesk of
MINI-EUROPE the day of the visit, according to the real number of participants.
Price supplements for guided visits or didactic programs have to be made directly to the guide.

All bookings for the restaurant, guided visits, didactic programs, have to be done by written eservation.
The booking becomes definitive, only after written confirmation by MINI-EUROPE.
- When booking we ask you to inform us about the right number of participants. Whenever the number of participants changes
with more than 5 participants, the person in charge of the group will inform MINI-EUROPE at least 7 working days beforehand.
- Take into account between one and a half and two hours for a visit of the park.
- Each visitor has to respect the Park Regulations during his visit.
- The behavior of the children remains under the responsibility of the accompanying adults, please, do not leave them without
surveillance in the park.
- All our tarifs and descriptions are subject to any modification. Tarifs and conditions for the birthday package are only valid as of
10 paying participants and for children up to 14 years old.

2) Guided visits, Didactic programs, combined visits
Guided visits:
Guided visits must be booked in advance (at least 20 working days prior to the visit) and are subject to the availability of guides.
Guided visits take place in groups of maximum 25 persons a guide. The supplement for the guided visit is €75 for a group of 25
persons.
When the group arrives too late, the guide will wait max 1 hour. After this period the amount due will be demanded.
Didactic program (Europoly):
The game Europ-oly must be booked in advance (at least 20 working days prior to the visit) and is subject to the availability of
guides.
The didactic program exists in french and dutch and takes place in groups of maximum 25 persons a group.
The program Europ-oly is adapted for children between 10 and 14 years. The supplement for the didactic programs is €75.
A group of 25 persons. The guide will wait max 1hour. After this period the amount due will be demanded.

Bookings and cancellations for guided visits, didactic programs will only be accepted upon
presentation of the written confirmation made by MINI-EUROPE.
3) Lunch at MINI-EUROPE
The Birthday package have to be booked 1 month in advance by a written reservation.
The total amount covering the cost of the Birthday’s cake have to be paid in advance within the 8 days following the reception of
the confirmation of Mini-Europe.
In case of cancellation or whenever the number of participants would decrease with more than 5 participants, the person in
charge of the group should inform MINI-EUROPE by written, (at least 14 working days beforehand). If not, MINI-EUROPE has
the right to charge the group for the number of ordered meals.
For the smooth running of services, we ask you to respect the agreed hours. In case of delays of more than 30 minutes, MINIEUROPE should be informed immediately. MINI-EUROPE can not be held responsible for a bad service if the group arrives
more than 1 hour too late without informing.

Your ordered menus or cancellation will only be valid upon presentation of the written confirmation by
MINI-EUROPE.

(*) Mini-Europe and Privacy
Mini-Europe undertakes to use your information exclusively in response to your request and to send you information on MiniEurope. We treat all personal
information as confidential and never pass it on to third parties. You can examine, alter, correct or delete your details from our
client list; you can also prohibit
Mini-Europe from using your data to send you information. All you have to do is send your request in writing.
Mini-Europe Client List Manager: Philippe Steenbergen, Mini-Europe, Bruparck, 1020 Brussels.
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